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B physics at LEP
TARIQ AZIZ
"rata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400005, India
A b s t r a c t . The Z factory at LEP is like a mini B factory. About 20% of the time a Z
decays to a pair of b flavoured hsdrons. As a result, this has provided a major boost to
B physics studies. The four sophisticated L]gP detectors, with millions of Z events, have
provided a variety of interesting results. Only a snapshot of the major developments can
be covered in one review. We have considered the results related to Z ~ bb coupling, in
particular, the measurements of Rb = Fb/r~,a and the forward backward charge asymmerry. The b hadron properties, like inclusive and exclusive lifetime measurements are
summarised briefly. Measurements of B~ ~ oscillation parameter as well as the evidence
for time dependent evolution have been discussed. Studies of interesting decay modes
have been mentioned.

1

Introduction

The Z factory at LEP is a copious source of b flavoured hadron production via Z --4
bb. About 20% of the visible Z decay to this channel. As a consequence B physics
at LEP has become one of the most interesting issues being persued vigorously.
A glimps of various interesting topics is shown in figure 1. An attempt is made
to cover significant part of this exciting area with a minimum, but unavoidable,
sacrifice to the rest. As a broad line of separation, there are two specific areas,
the one which has to do with Z --, bb coupling, like partial width and asymmetry.
The second one has to do with the b flavoured hadron properties, like lifetime of
hadrons, neutral meson mixing and branching ratios. Another issue that deals with
the strong interaction feature of b quark, like fragmentation parameter and strong
coupling constant, as, are not touched at all.

2

Measurement of

Rb

--

rb/rhad

Within the SM framework Z ~ bb partial width is an important measurement, both
at the tree level and beyond. A precise measurement is essential for understanding
top mass dependent weak radiative correction in Z --* bin vertex. The virtual effects
of fermions and bosons lead to the following weak corrections [1].
9 The propagator/oblique correction, called Ap, where relevant contribution
comes from top quark and Higgs boson. All partial widths and asymmetries increase with increasing top mass while due to Higgs boson the effect is
opposite.
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Figure 1: Different topics at LEP
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9 The vertex correction where the relevant effect is in g -4 bb vertex due to
massive top quark, called ~vtb. Due to this effect the g -~ bb partial width
decreases with ineeasing top mass. The b quark asymmetry however remains
unaffected [2].
As a result of the above two corrections, the ratio Rb = Fb/rhad, where Fb is the
Z --* bb partial width and thud, the partial width due to all five quark flavours
(u,d,s,c,b), depends only upon the top quark mass. All common corrections in the
propagator get cancelled, making Rb a clean top mass indicator, free from Higgs
and QCD effects [3]. Specifically,
Rb "~ Rbo(1 + 6vtb(1 -- Rbo)),
where Rbo -- 0.2197 + 0.0001 is estimated switching off the vertex correction, 6vtb.

For top mass above 100 GeV [4],
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Due to this clean dependence on top quark mass, any possible deviation from this
trend will also be a clean indication for physics beyond SM (see figure 2). Thus an
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Figure 2: Rb as a function of top mass. The MSSM (Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model) calculations are performed with a choice of parameters to show
the maximal effect [5].

nccnrate measurement of Rb at LEP is one of the topmost priorities, exploiting all
possibilities of tagging b quark.
Three different techniques have been used to isolate the signal.
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Using large momentum, p, large transverse momentum, PT, leptons from SL
decays. Where PT is with respect to the nearest candidate jet a~ris.
Exploiting the multidimensional event shape in a sophisticated neural network
analysis.
Exploiting lifetime and hence displaced decay vertex of b flavoured hadron in
a sophisticated Silicon Microvertex Detectors (SMD).

2.1

Rb from Lepton

tag

The massive (~. 5 GeV) b flavoured hadron leads to large PT of the charged lepton
in a semileptonic decay. Due to the hard b quark fragmentation (suppressed gluon
emission) the b falvoured hadron is energetic. About 70% of b quark/beam energy
is carried by the b hadron. This leads to the large momentum lepton. Thus
restricting to large p, Pr leptons it is possible to select high purity b sample. By
applying a typical cut on p ~ 3 GeV//c and PT ~ 1 GeV/c a sample purity of 80%
for b quark can be achieved. The relevant backgrounds to the signal come from
charm semileptonic decays and the fake leptons. The fake/~ are the punch-throughs
pointing to the vertex, whereas fake electrons are the the charged hadrons matched
wrongly to an electromagnetic shower. Thus the important systematics come partly
from the knowledge of SL branching ratios and partly from MC modelling of the
event in the detector. A substantial control to these systematics is achieved by
tagging both the b quarks using two high p, PT charged leptons, called the double
tag. The double tag to single tag ratio is used to minimise the MC dependence.
However this is achieved at the cost of losing statistics. The results from the four
LEP experiments, ALEPH [6], DELPHI [7], L3 [8] and OPAL [9] based on this
technique are summarised in table 1.
2.2

Rb from Eventshape

Anaylsis

The Z --, bb event is identified using general properties of the event as a whole.
A sophisticated neural network technique is used to exploite the multidimensional
correlations in several eventshape variables. This method has the advantage of
being least sensitive to the semileptonic branching ratio. Even though heavy b
quark radiates less energy as gluons, the resulting b flavoured hadron being short
rived decays to several particles. The energy sharing among the secondaries is, thus,
more even compared to the case of right quark where the resulting leading right
hadron being stable can be fairly energetic. The mass effect of b quark manifests
itself in the jet boost(-r~ = p/m) which tends to be small. With these features a set
of variables are defined which are used as input to neural network. ALEPH [10],
DELPHI [11] and L3 [12] have performed such analysis. An example of such an
analysis is considered from the L3 experiment. A set of five variables for each of
the two most energetic jets of the event are defined:
9 The 78 of the jet based on the calorimetric clusters of the jet.
9 The energy of the leading cluster.
4
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T . ~ 1:

rbb/Vh,d from Lepton Tagging

I'''l'''l'''l'''l
OPAL Single lcptons
-,.

OPAL Dileptom

L3

0.220 • 0.002 • 0.013

9

-

0.223 + 0.012 • 0.011

0.218 • 0.008 •

ALEPHGlobalFit
+ Double 'I'a~.

.I.

0.222 + 0.004 • 0.006

DELPHI Global Fit

v

0.222 + 0.009 + 0.004

AVERAGE

~

0.221 + 0.006

0.200 0.210 0.220 0.230 0.240
9 The directed sphericity of the jet Sdtr

~~p21
defined using clusters in the

jet.
9 The "rE of the set of the four leading clusters in the jet
9 The energy gap between first and fourth leading cluster E s , p = B , - R .

Riot

In addition there is one global variable Etet~ defined as the fraction of energy outside
the two most energetic jets in the event
Using a functions] expansion neurs] network developed by the L3 collaboration,
they achieve s 35% b tagging efficiency with s sample purity of 60%. The discriminating strength of various variables is confirmed by using high p/, lepton tagged
events in data and MC. The network response and the purity versus efficiency plot
for b tagging are shown in figure 3. The network response is checked using lepton tagged events to confirm that the correlations are well simulated in the MC.
Finally a fit to the data response using b and non-b from MC deduces the value of
Rb. Figure 4 shows the network response for lepton tugged events emd the overall
distribution to determine Rb. A summary of S]I the measurements at LEP using
neurs] network technique is given in table 2. The major systematics in this kind
of ans]ysi~ come from the understanding of the fragmentation behaviour sad the
shower scale parameter, AQCD. It is important to mention that only s few years
ago it was difficult to even think of pure calorimetry based tag for heavy fiavours.
In this respect it adds a new dimension to LEP physics analysis.
P r a m a n a - J. P h y s . , S u p p l e m e n t I s s u e , 1 9 9 5
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Figure 3: (a) The network response for b events and non-b events separately. (b)
Purity and efficiency of the classifier function for b events.
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is 80% (left). Fit of the network response to the data (right).
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Table 2:

Ft~ff'h,d from Event Shape
I'''1'''1'''1'''1
=

L3NN

DELPHINN

0.222:1:0.0(/3 •

v

ALEPHNN + leptons

Jk

0.232• 0.005• 0.017

0.228 + 0.005• 0.005

0.226+ 0.0(~6

AVERAGE

I,,,I,,,I,,,I,,,I

0.210 0.220 0.230 0.240 0.250
2.3

Rb from Lifetime

Tag

The b hadron lifetime (rb ..~ 1.5ps) is er.ploited for impact parameter measurement or secondary vertex reconstruction using a high resolution vertex detector.
ALEPH [13], DELPHI [14] and OPAL [15] have used this technique to measure
Rb. ALEPH has used three dimensional (3D) signed impact parameter, 6, using
silicon microvertex detector. (For illustration of impact parameter see later in lifetime section.) DELPHI has used 2D signed impact parameter alongwith p~, of
charged tracks with respect to jet a ~ as well as decay distance in a multidimensional analysis (MDA). "OPAL has used 2D signed impact parameter to count the
so called forward multiplicity (tracks originating from secondary vertex, forward to
the primary vertex). Initially they used their conventional tracking chamber and
added SMD later. The results being consistent. To reduce the MC dependence, the
double tag technique is applied. The event is divided in to two hemispheres using
the event thrust axis.
The relevant systematics here come from the knowledge of lifetime, mixtures of
mesons, baryons and the decay braching ratios to charged particles as well as the
ratios like D+/D ~ etc. To give an example, we describe the ALEPH analysis. The
typical features of ALEPH silicon micorovetex detector are the following. The vertical resolution is ~ 10 #m; horisontal resolution is .-~ 20 #m, with an RMS for
interaction region -.~ 110/~m. The significance for tracks originating from a secot~dary vertex is defined as S : 6/~r(6), where 0"(6) is the measurement uncertainty.
For tracks originating from b hadron decay, S --~ 4.5. A further cut of 6 < 2.Sram
is applied to remove K ~ decay and 7 conversion background. A joint probability
P~r for a given hemisphere tracks is calculated using S values such that none of the
tracks are from secondary vertex. A small value of Pu means larger signal probabili:y. A cut on PH(< 10 -4) is used to select good purity b sample ('~ 96%) with
a good t e ~ i n g efficiency (_~ 26%). Using the active detector acceptaJace, the net
tagging efficiency (_~ 15%) is still signifcantly large. A plot of purity and efficiency
as function of PH is shown in figure 5. Using cut on PH from the two hemispheres
the single and double tag probabilities are defined. For single tag
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1995
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Figure 5: Hemisphere tag efficiency and signal purity as a function of PH cut.

F1

= R b r b + (1 -

Rb)ez

= Rbfb + Rxfx

and for double tag
F2 = R b ~ + (1 - Rb)~: + Rb~b(eb - - ~ )
Here )t b is the correlation coefficient between the two hemisphere tag probabilities
and it is determined using MC. 4~b a n d ex are tagging efficiencies for b and non-b.
The two expressions are solved for Rb and eb iteratively whereas ez is determined
using MC. The important sources of correlations are:
The detector dependent correlation where both jets are back to back; being both
either in good or bad measurement regions due to detector symmetry.
The physics processes, for example energetic gluons making third jet and in that
ease the event thrust axis and the hemispheres see sfl'ected. The net systematic
uncertainties from ull sources are still the smallest in this measurement. A summary
of All measurements using this technique is given in table 3.
2.4

Summary

of Rb from different

methods

The results from the three methods for all the experiments al LEP are summarised
in table 4. The average Rb = 0.2207 • 0.0027 is somewhat large when compared
with the SM prediction. To give some ides, for an optimi,tic top mass of ~- 160
GeV the expected value of Rb = 0.2162. Since the errors are still large, it is
premature to talk of any deviation from SM. On the other hand an interpretation
in the framework of SM will indicate a top mas < 185 GeV at 2r level if no other
information from LEP or Tevstron is used. An improved measuremnet of Rb with
better understanding of systematir is likely to prove very exciting from the point
of view of new physics, once top mass is known from Tevstron direct searches.

3

Forward-Backward Charge Asymmetry

The forward-backward charge asymmetry of b quark provides a sensitive measurement of weak rniffilng angle. For the process Z --, ff (f: fermion) ,where final
8
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TaMe 3:

rbb/l"h~d from Lifetime Tag
I,',1,',1',,1',,I

ALEPH(3D Imp)

"1"

DELPm (L + Imp)

0.2192 • 0.0022 + 0.0030

~.

0.2060+0.0060•

DELPHI (MDA,vtx)

0.2220 :t:0.0070 + 0.0070

OPAL (L-~. Fw~..)

~k

0.2200+ 0.0040i 0.0060

+

AVERAGE

0.2184 + 0.00:36

I,,,I,,,I,,,I,,,I

0.195 0.205 0.215 0.225 0.235

Table 4:

l"bt]Fh~ from all methods
L~ptons

I ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' 1
0.222 • 0.0O6

Event Shape

k~

Lifetime

AVERAGE

0.226 + 0.006

0.2184 • 0.0036

"-O--

0.2207 + 0.0027

l , , , i , , , I , , , I , , , I

0.200 0.210 0.220 0.230 0.240
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state fermion angle 0 is measured with respect to the electron beam direction, the
differential cross-section is given by
d~r
3
dco.0 - ~(1 + co~:0)(." + . " ) + c o . 0 ~ "
where or'* sad r ~ are symmetric vector/axial vector coupling cotributions to the
cross-section and r is the interference term and it is asymmetric. The forward
backward asymmetry is given by
3 o"*a

An, = 4 0"T ; 0"T = 0"vv % 0 "
On the Z peak
VeaeVfaf
An, = 3 (v.: + aD(v +
For charge Q : I/3 quark (b,s,d) vz is large which leads to large An,. Furthermore,
because of large vr the above expression simply reduces to a convenient form
An, ~ C ve = C(1 - 4sin30w)
where v, = (1- 4sin30w) is the vector coupling of electron and sin20w the effective weak mixing angle. An important consequence of this simplicity is that b
quark asymmetry is independent of Z ---*bb vertex corrections [2].To an excellent
approximation C _~ 1.395. The Q E D and Q C D effects tend to dilute the asymmetry. Taking these effects into account C ~_ ~f
4o to be compared with the measured
asymmetry on the peak. A word of caution is in order. The Q E D effects are easier
to understand, however Q C D effects need better understanding keeping realistic
limitations of the detectors and the fact that the event thrust axis is used to represent the b quark direction. Also the effect of missing neutrinos, which is more
important for lepton tag ualysis needs to be taken into account carefully. Any poor
understanding of detector as well as physics process only dilutes the sensitivity of
the angular distribution under consideration and hence asymmetry.
The apparently observed bb asymmetry as measured using charged lepton tag is
further diluted due to B~ ~ mixing as the sign of tagging charged lepton is flipped.
Thus
An,,,,, -- An,.,....../(1 - 2Xn)
where XB(: 0.115) is measured B~

3.1

Asymmetry

~ mixing at LEP.

measurement

using lepton

tag

This is the standard procedure. The b enriched sample is tagged by lepton and the
b quark charge is assigned using lepton charge keeping decay sequence in mind. The
event thrust axis is used to approximate the b quark direction and the hemisphere
is assigned to be the lepton hemisphere. A plot of angular distribution for the
tagged events is shown in figure 6. A summary of the measured b quark asymmetry
from these experiments is given in table 5. The results are based on the data of
ALEPH(90-92) [16], DELPHI(92) [17], L3(90-92)[18] and OPAL(90-91) [19], In all
these cases the background asymmetries are estimated using MC. The important
systematics as reported by these experiments are based on b hadron decay models
and Br(b --, c --, t +) and Br(b --, ~ --, l - ) .
I0
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Table 5:

A ~ for b quark at 91.27 G e V
I ....

ALEPH (c,p)

I ....

I ....

I ....

~

I

0.081:1:0.010:1:0.003

DELPHI(it)

~

0.102 • 0.016 • 0.012

L3 (e,p)

-

0.091.4-0,010:1:0.0o6

OPAL (c,p.)

A

0.091 • 0.018 • 0.007

AVERAGE(lepton)

~

0.088 :t:0.007:1:0.002

ALEPH (Vrtx Ch~gc)
DELPHI(Vtct Charge)

~.

AVERAGE(Vrtx Charge)

AVEP-,AGE (ALL)

0.109 • 0.012 • 0.005

--

0.116 • 0.019:1:0.020

AT

0.110 :t:0.011 + 0.003

"el l x J l l ....

0.094+ 0.006
I ....

I ....

I

0.060 0.085 0.110 0.135 0.160
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3.2

Asymmetry measurement using vertex tag and jet charge

The secondary vertex/impact parameter is used to tag b hadron. The momentum
weighted jet charge using all charged particles in the jet is used to assign the b
quark charge. The relevant systematics here are due to fragmentation sad decay
models assumed to describe the data as well as meson/baryon composition. The
results are however competitive to the lepton tag. Moreover the effect of missing
neutrino is less relevant in this case.
ALEPH [20] and DELPHI [21] have used this technique sad their results are shown
in the table 5. Averages for lepton tag, vertex and jet charge tag as well as overall
are shown in the same table. These results are already corrected for the mixing
parameter. Since these measurements are performed slightly above the Z peak, a
small correction is applied and the final measured peak asymmetry is
A~, = 0.092 4- 0.006

which leads to sin20w = 0.2322-t-0.0011 to be compared with the LEP average
sin 2 0 w = 0.2321 + 0.0006 from all methods including this measurement. Conservatively one would expect true sin20w to be smaller, if all the effects mentioned
above are taken fully into account.

4

b Hadron Lifetimes

The measurement of b hadrons lifetimes at LEP has the advantage of relatively
larger boost making it a cleaner measurement without any miTing of the tracks
from the two jets in Z --, bf>. Excellent measurements, both inclusive as well as
exclusive, for b hadrons have been performed. Real justice can not be done in this
kind of review. Only a gilmps of the overall situation is given. Being of fundamented importance, these measurements are relevant not only for the understanding of
b hadron decay mechanisms and the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
elements in cosequence, but also from the fact that b tagging using lifetime technique requires an accurate measurement to minimise the systematics, in particular
for Rb. The most naive, yet simplest to connect the lifetime with CKM elements,
is the so called spectator model. In this scheme, the light partner is ignored and
the b quark is treated to decay analogous to a muon.
For muon decay
F(p.---, eP~v~,)= G~m~192a
"~ f~
where f~ is the phase space factor, and GF the Fermi coupling constant. In a similar
way for b hadron decay
2 5
GFmb
[2
r(b --, t,X) = 1921rs(fc[ Vcb +ful Vub 12)

Br(b -4 t, x)
1-o
where ~ and fu are combined phase space and QCD correction factors corresponding to the relevant decay modes.
12
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Br(b--, t,X) together with ~ constrains the CKM elements [Vcb [ sad [ Dub [. It
is obvious to see that in such a scheme the lifetimes for different mesons (charged,
neutral, strange) and baryons should be the same. There are several relevant diagrams like W annihilation, W exchange and quark interference which need to be
considered depending upon the quark content of the b hadron. Consequently one
would expect
to be the more realistic case within 10-20% [22]. Exact predictions
still difficult
as it requires to understand hadronlc decay matrix (quark masses , QCD effects
etc). The experimental measurements can help a great deal in this direction.
are

4.1

Inclusive lifetime m e a s u r e m e n t s

The 4 LEP exD timents ALEPH [23], DELPHI [24], L3 [25] and OPAL [26] have
performed this measurement. The impact parameter of the lepton (p and e) are
used for this purpose. The method is illustrated in figure 7 . An example for

l~y~i,w- ([]ycr.sii10).simy

13 - 1 and sin~ - 1~

"[ht,~~ ;q~proxim;llclx
imlcl~cndcnl(ff lhc "
[l-hil(IrOllni()lllL'n[lll)l

k~

//~.T
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% ~
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..":7
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1\jclaxis!smearing!o~t o ~!funcllon_
S/[~o.5 ~. ~_~__~i
dislribulion

-1.0

8 (ram)

~ (ram)

~ (mm)

Figure 7: Definition of the transverse impact parameter and various resolution
effects.
the actual fit to the data taken from the L3 experiment is shown in figure 8 .
The important systematics for this measurement come from the understanding of
semileptonic branching ratios, fragmentation parameters for heavy and light quarks
and the measurement resolution function.
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1995
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DELPHI has exploited high momentum resolution RICH (Ring Imaging CHerenkove)
detector to reconstruct the invarAint mass of the charged tracks in order to remove
the non-b background using mass cut and also to calculate the boost for the b
hadron. The secondary vertex is used for the decay length and thus the proper
time is extracted.
ALEPH has also used charged tracks to reconstruct the two secondary vertices
(dipoles) and the distance between them is exploited to infer lifetime.
A summary of the inclusive ~b measurements from 4 LEP experiments is given in
Table 6:

InclusiveB lifetime(I~)
I'''I'''I'''I'''I
--

xLSPH ( ~ )

L49• 0.o3• 0.o6

ALEPH (ChrdTrks)

4~

!.51 + 0.02+ 0.08

DELPHI ( ( ~ d Tfl~)

9

1.49+ 0.11 • 0.12

L3 ~ p ~ )

OPALO_epu,m)

A

L54 •

0.04•

"5

1.52•

0,03• 0.04

0.03

1.52 • 0.O2 • 0.02

AVERAGE
I,,,I,,,I,,.I,,,I

130

1 . 4 0 1 . 5 0 1.60

130

table 6. We have avoided those measurements which, in our opinion, are 'too preliminary'. A look at the average ~o given here and the averages in PDG for the last
few years will show that ~ has been increasing with time. Whether it has reached
to the asymptote is not very obvious.
4.2

Exclusive

Lifetimes

The exclusive lifetimes for B • , B~ B~ Ab are measured by looking for correlations
like (D*, t), (D ~ t), (Ds, t) and (A, t) with the right sign combination for a desired
state. In the following we describe one example each from the three experiments.
A L E P H a n a y l y s i s for B- a n d B~ life t i m e : B- is inferred from a (D~ - )
correlation whereas ]~o is inferred from (D *+, t - ) correlation. A D *+ is unfavoured
in B- decay. It is idetitled using the mass difference technique with the condition AM = M(D%r) - M(D ~ ~ 145 MeV where D ~ is reconstructed from K~v and
K31r mass combinations. The (D ~ t) flight intersection is used to extract the decay
length and the invariant mass of the combination is used to extract the b hadron
boost. The effect of the missing neutrino is convoluted in the fit using MC modeUing of the data. The important systematics are due to fake D* or fake lepton
or both apart from MC modelling for semileptonic decay as well as D* and D**
relative contributions. A summary of all the measurements for B • and B~ lifetimes
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1905
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Table 7:

B + lifetime (ps)
I ....

I ....

I ....

I ....

DELPHI('De,I)

130.

OPAL(D*,I)

+~
o ~ 4" 0 . 1 6

1.664"0.20 +0.11
. e.n

-

ALEPH~',,.,J/VX*)

1.77.+ O.45
e.3e• 0.14

~.

DELPHI(VertexCharge)

CDF

1
1 A 7 + $.22 + 0.15
. . . . - 0.19- 0.14

(D'~)

1.81 4" 0.12 4" 0.19

(#v.x)

.i_

1.63 4" 0.21 4" 0.16

AVERAGE

1.684" 0.12
I ....

0.6

I ....

1. l

I ....

1.6

I,.,,1

2.1

2.6

by ALEPH [27], DELPHI [28], OPAL [29] including result from CDF [30] is given
in tables 7 sad 8.
D E L P H I B ~ lifetime analysis: In this case (Ds, l) correlation is used. The
D, is reconstructed from ~b~'- or K*~ - combinations. The decay length is considered between primary vertex and D, vertex. Again missing neutrino effect is
convoluted using MC. The signed quality of this emedysis for ~blr- channel is shown
in figure 9. A summary of the measurements by ALEPH [31], DELPHI [32], and
OPAL [33] is given in table 9.
O P A L Ab lifetime analysis: The analysis is based on their centred tracking
chamber. It is assumed that At --* Act-~X and that Ar --* A(pr-)X. The analysis
ignores the production of Hb. Here (A, f) flight intersection is taken as the decay
vertex. Again the effect of missing neutrino is convoluted using MC. The largest
systematics to the lifetime estimate come from decay length estimate as the opening angle between (A, t) is small. This is simply because of small reaction energy
available in a baryonic decay. An example of the signed sad the fit quality is shown
in figure 10. A summary of all the measurements by ALEPH [34], DELPHI [35]
and OPAL [36] is given in table 10. Some preliminary results from ALEPH and
DELPHI using (Ae, f) correlation exploiting their SMD are also included.
Finally a summary of average B hadron lifetimes based mainly on LEP is given in
table 11. To conclude this table, exclusive lifetimes follow the trend:

and considering the extremes we can say that spectator model is not enough and
other diagrams can not be ignored. Considering the situation a few years back, we
16
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Table 8:

B ~ l i f e t i m e (,ps)
I ....

I ....

I ....

At Jall (D'Jqsom)

I ....

I

1~') +0.20 +nO'/

~

DEIJ~I(D*,lelmm)

-

OPAL (D*,l~on)

..4_.

ATJ~3H (D',nz)

o.ls

1.17 §

:t: 0.16

1.63:1:0.14 §
9 (kll

1.19.+ a.43
ea, • 0.14

.I.

DELPtll (Vrtx Charge)

---- r

--

1.37 • 0.15 • 0.21
24

CDFO/V,X)

~,

AVERAGE

1.54• 022 • O.lO

.~.
l,,lll

....

0.4

0.9

1.49 4- 0.10

Iz,,,l,i,,l

1.4

1.9

2.4

16

i

'14
12

!0
2J
8

OO.~

!

I.~ I,~ I.~ I.m

6
4

2
0

-2

J
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3

4
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6
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8

Figure 9: Proper time distribution for B, candidates. The inset show the signal
quality for ~ reconstruction.
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Table 9:

I'"'I""I'"'I""I
ti,M

-

OPAL(1)J)

l.gO.L1:l:O.M

1.13• 0.35.r utnt

-

AVI~AGE

1.40•0.23

-

leg

0.2 0.7 1.2 1.7 2.2

~oS~

OPAL [

6O

[] Right-Sign:A-I" I

~250
~30
"

m Wr~

A'I+~ I

~

~

~20

,,~,~

20

I.U3'I.075

I.I

1.125 1.13 1.175

m(pz')(GeV/c2)

1.2

'I~7.25 1.25

0

0

0.5

!

1~

2

de~ length(~)

Figure 10: A signal for right sign (A, t) combination (261 events) as well ~s the
wrong sign (104 events) for the background (left). Fit to the decay length distribution to extract the Ab lifetime (right).
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Ab lifetime O,s)

Table 10:
I'.'''l

....

ALEFH (A,l)

l''''l''''l
+0..,'2

--

OPAL ( ~ 0

v

Dl~,qll (~I)

-

~ ( A J )

1.12. o.mm:l:0.16

1o~+~+ o.o.
+qI~48

1.04 e.m+ 0.09

,

+o.42

=~

D i ~ I ~ (Ael)

1.16. o.12:1:0.07

+ ZIO

9

1.40 o.~o+ 0.03

AVERAGE

1.11 4- 0.15
I ....

0.5

Table 11:

I ....

1.0

I ....

1.5

l,,i,l

2.0

2.5

Summary B lifetime (ps)
I ....

I ....

I ....

I ....

I

Inclusive

1.52 + 0.03

B+

=-

B~

1.68+ 0.12

1.49 + 0.10

B.

,r

1.40 + 0.23

j~
I ....

0.80

Pramana-

I,,~,I

1.05

J. Phys.,

I . I I + o.15
....

1.30

I,,,,I

1.55

Supplement

1.80

Issue,
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can say that major progress has been made in this sector, thanks mainly to LEP.

5

B~

~ OscUlation/Mixing

Like K ~ the B ~ weak eigenstates are not the same as the mass eigenstates, rather
a linear combination of them. Thus,
[BO>= [BI>+IB2>

and

[I3~

[BI>-IB2>

where the two states have mass difference Am = M1 - M2 and similarly a lifetime
difference which is considered to be small and neglected in this case. Thus a beam
of pure B ~ studied as a function of time evolves into two components, a fraction
of which is t3~ This can be inferred from the final state decay products. This
probability can be expressed as follows:
p(B ~ --. I~o), = 1 e_,r/s(1 _ cos Amt/h)
p(B ~ - , B ~

= 1 e_tr/~(1 + cos

~mt/h)

Where F = (~) is the decaywidth. For the detector resolution where only time
integerated measurements arc possible:
p ( B o __., go) = X -

1

(-~-)=

2 l+

Where X is called the mean mlriug parameter and - ~ = z, the oscillation
frequency. For reasonably large oscillation frequency (z > 5), the time integerated
measurement loses its sensitivity as X - 1/2, the miring is maximal.
Mixing measurements are relevant for several reasons. Within SM framework,
second order weak transitions lead to e neutral meson oscillation (illustrated in
figure 11). Considering the B~ ~ oscillation, the strength of oscillation is related
to mass difference;
~mq :

G~ mb mt2 F(

) ~QCD B f~ [ VtbVtq

where Vqq, are CKM elements; F gives functional dependence on me; ~QCD is the
QCD correction factor;B the bag factor and fB the decay constant [37]. From this
one would expects ~md
am.~ ]
]2. Using unitarity arguments [Vts [ ~ ]Vcb I and
[ Y-~
Vcb ] < sin 8c + 1 ~Veb I < 0.35(at 90% CL). This translates to ~Amd > 8(actually ~ 20),
indicating large miTing for B, system [38].

~

5.1

Measurements

Time Integerated
The simplest signature of B~ ~ mixing is the presence of same sign dilepton events.
In the normal course B --, t+X and B --, t - X and thus for no mixing in a B ~
I3~ event one should expect only unlike sign dileptons. However, owing to mixing
20
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W ~"

Mixed
'0

~,.

"~

"1,.
o,

~P/~

Unmixed

t.

Figure 1 h Mixing diagrams within the framework of SM. The simplest signature
for B~ ~ is the same sign dilepton event.
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one can observe even the like sign dileptons. A counting of like sign dileptons, thus
provides a measure of m i x i n g ;
Nzi~e
Rzz- ~ -

g ++ + N - N+ + + N _ _ + N

+ =2x(l-x)

Which gives X = 1 + -R~ u "
For large enough PT (> IGeV/c) cut, the relevant
background that fakes mi~ng is the cascade decay (b --* c --* l) since in this process
also the sign of lepton is reversed. Thus, the true mi~ng is given by Xt.,e :
Xobser~ed -- Xcascade

At LEP, all kind of B hadrons are produced and hence one measures an average
mixing for both d type and s type neutral B mesons;
X -- fdXd "[" fs•s

Where, fd : P(b --+ Bd) and f, = P(b --+ Bs) are the probabilities to observe the
two kind of mesons in an overall hadronic b sample. The four LEP experiments
have measured the average mixing parameter X in the follwoing way.
ALEPH [39]: They count dileptons after PT cut and correct for backgrounds.
DELPHI [40], OPAL [41]: They perform two dimensional marimum likelihood fit
using Pco,~b(1, 2) (defined later).
L3 [42]: Perform 4D ML fit using P ( l , 2), PT(1, 2).
ALEPH and DELPHI have also tried another method where one jet charge is assigned by using the momentum weighted charge of the tracks in the jet, while the
second is tagged by lepton. This improves the statistics, however at the cost of
increased systematics. We have ingnored this measurement at the moment.
To illustrate the measurement of X we have considered one example from OPAL
experiment. A special variable :

Poo,., =

/(P/lOp + Pi

is defined to fit the di]epton spectrum. The example of plot for smaller of the two
Pco,~b is shown in figure 12 alongwith the fits. The cases for miTing and no mixing
are illustrated. The largest systematics are from Br(b --, c) and Br(b --, c --* t). A
summary of all the results from the four experiments is shown in table 12. The
LEP average X = 0.115 4-0.011 can be compared with the world average X =
0.1214- 0.010 that includes the CDF and DO collaboration results. Using the value
of Xd = 0.155 4- 0.026 from ARGUS and CLEO and assuming fd -- 0.39 and
f, = 0.12, we get Xs = 0.454- 0.09, a number consistent with maximal mixing [43].

T i m e Differentia] M e a s u r e m e n t
The way to extract Bs ruling parameter is to separate the slow and fast components of the oscillation by studying the time dependent behaviour or use exclusively
identified states. As s first step to this goal, ALEPH has demonstrated the men,
surement of B~ frequency. This has been done by two methods. In one case (D*, l)
correlation has been studied as a function of time [44]. In the other case it, t) cotrelation has been studied as a function of time [45]. We describe the two analyses
22
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Table 12:

Mixing Parameter g from dileptons
I ....

I ....

I''''I

ALEPH

0.1054- 0.009+ 0.00/

0.121 4- 0.015:t: 0.008

0.118+ 0.012• 0,010

L3

OPAL

+O.O22

.

0.143 ~ t • 0.007

0.115+ 0.011

AVl~AGE
l i,,,l

0.05

....

0.10

I ....

0.15

I

0.20
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briefly.

( D ' , l ) Ana]ym
One side of the event is tagged by lepton with /~r > 0.75 GeV/e. In this case,
the D* seen on the other side comes mainly from ]~0 ._. D * + X . Since the reconstruction of D* vertex is difficult, owing to low momentum of the pion u d the
small opening u g l e in D*.+ --. DO~r+, the D ~ vertex is used instead for decay length
nnd time information. Thus the total decay length is the sum of B ~ and D ~ decay
lengths. To determln B ~ boost, MC modeling is required. The unlike sign pair of
(D*, i) signals mixing.

N " " 0 ) - ~.n,~.(~)
~ . m , . , ( t ) _ N=,..,0)
R,D(t) = N""(~)+ ~"""(~) = ~ ' " ' ( , ) +
~""0)
In u idea] situation

a, oO) a co.Am:
However in the real situation oscillation amplitude is damped due to backgrounds
and detector resolution effects. The various effects are illustrnted in figure 13 where
study is made as a function of decay length. The charge asymmetry is shown
in figure 14. An unbinned maximum likelihood fit demonstrntes th&t the time
independent fit is excluded st 3.2r level and leads to
A,n~ d _.. [,~ AA-1"O,65"FO.361
x. . . . . 0.70-0.20/ • 1 0 - 4

eV.

Using their measured ~sa = 1.44 4- 0.15 ps they determine
z~-

Amd
F

fl 7~+0.tS+0.0S

....

v_0.14_0.05

(L,L) Analysm
Both ALEPH and DELPHI have tried this analysis where the latter analysis is very
preliminary. In case of ALEPH the event topology defines the secondary vertex and
the lepton serves to tag the charge ss well as the purity. The energy flow analysis
is used to extract the boo.t for the secondary vertex and hence extract the proper
time using the intersection of n bunch of tracks and the lepton. The like sign
dilepton is studied as s function of time. In an idea] situntion,

R,,(~) ~ (1 - co, ~.~)
However, due to background and resolution effects, the amplitude is damped. The
result of ALEPH analysis is shown in figure 15. The time independent fit is excluded
st 99% CL. They extract

~-~d -- (3.5_+~ 9 0.T)• 10-'eV
which lends to zd = 0.76 ~ 0.10 + 0.16 consistent with the previous measurement,
but with improved error. Further, these results are also consistent with the results
from ARGUS (zd = 0.72 + 0.15) [46] and CLEO (z4 = 0.65 + 0.10) [47]. It is
hoped that this kind of study will be able to reveal the second component of the
oscillation with increase in statistics sad should provide the measurement of z, for
Bs.
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Figure 13: Detector resolution and background effects on the oscillation amplitude.
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event topology for the study of time dependent mixing using (V', l) events (right).
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Prospects/'or B. Oseillation
The possibilities to see B, oscillation in fully identified events are not very exciting.
It is, however, expected that with increased statistics in (l, l) events, it should be
possible to see the second fast component in the time dependent ana]yds in nea~
future. In the meantime, to our satisfaction, ALEPH [31] has been lucky to see
one ful]y reconstructed event, out of the two~ that ezhlbits even oscillation. This
event is shown in figure 16 with ,oomed up view of the vertex region. This is a low
Mmdsgs 3-~ho-I~m |4'35dQ ~ DRI~FgRMA~aqu~b 1X~LIDL

Figure 16: B. oscillation event seen by ALEPH.

multiplicity event where a K + (u~) is seen from the primary vertex. The particle
reconstructed at the secondary vertex using (D+(r
f - ) is 13s(bi). This is possible
only if the B,(bs) which was produced at primary vertex in association with K +
has oscillated to 13s by the time it decays. Since there are no other tracks other
than accounted for, any other explanation is unlikely.
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement lasue, 1g05
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Interesting B decays

B decay characteristics have been studied both st low energies as well as st LEP.
Signifcant contributions, specially from LEP, are in the case of Br(B --* 9 -F X) and
Br(B --~ Xc -F X). We discuss here an example ofxc mode. This decay mode is interesting to understand the colour suppression mech*ni~m [48]. Moreover a knowledge
of the branching ratio is important for optimlaing CP violation experiments.
For the first time st LEP, L3 [49] has exploited its high resolution photon detection to extract Xc signs] from its decay to (J/~b, 7) where J / ~ is reconstructed from
dimuons. The mass difference
AM = M(J/r
- M(J/~b) is used to demonstr&te the signal, shown in figure 17.
Assvmlng All to be Xel as X~o,2 are suppressed, they determine Br(B ~ Xcx Jr X)

15
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30
zE
20

I0

0
0.0

0.4

0.8
1.2
1.6
M(JAF,y) - M(J~) (GcV)

Figure 17: Xc signs] seen by the L3 detector. The background shape is estimated
using MC.

= (2.4 ~- 0.9 -4- 0.2) • 10 -2. The only other measurement for this mode comes from
low energy experiment, ARGUS [50]. Their vnlue being Br(B --, XcX + X)
= (1.23 -F 0.41-4- 0.29) • 10 -2. For any realistic use these numbers have to be iraproved. With more and more data being collected, LEP experiments are likely to
improve this result considerably.
Studies of rare decays are being persued vigorously M LEP, however, the excite28
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ments (like observation of penguin at low energy) are still missing. For an interesting
review see [51].

7

Conclusions

LEP has contributed in an impressive way to the B physics sector. Notable among
the results are:
9 Using three different techniques for b tagging, namely the lepton tag, the
eventshape tag using neural networks, and the lifetime tag, Rb = r b / r h s d has
been measured. The average of the three methods is Rb = 0.2207 ~ 0.0027.
Compared to this value the SM prediction for a top mass of 160 GeV is
=0.2162. If the systematic effects from QCD considerations are understood
and the overall errors could be brought down, this may well be an interesting
result in near future for new physics.
9 The Z peak forward backward charge asymmetry of b quark is measured to
be
A~b - 0.092 -t- 0.006.
This leads to sin20w = 0.2322-t-0.0011 after QED and QCD corrections
are applied. We believe that QCD effects need to be better understood,
in view of the fact that the event thrust axis is used to approximate the b
quark direction. The sensitivity of the angular measurement depends upon
the hadronisation effects, missing neutrino in case of leptonic tag, as well as
detector energy and angular resolution where usually calorimetry plays a vital
role.

9 Impressive progress has been m~le in the lifetime measurements for b hadrons,
both inclusive as well as exclusive. For the inclusive measurements
: 1.53 -I- 0.03 ps.
The exclusive lifetimes follow the trend:
I"B§ ~> ~rBe ~, 1"][]~I ~> TAb.

Some of the exclusive lifetimes have been measured at LEP for the first time.
9 B~ ~ oscillation/mixing parameter has been measured with better precision.
The LEP average XB = 0.115-t-0.011 is essentially the world average. The
time differential measurement of B~ ~ oscillation has been demonstrated
only at LEP. Both (D ~ f) and (f, f) correlations have been used for time
dependent analysis using silicon microvertex detector. The (f, f) analysis
seems to be promising to extract the second oscillation frequency for Bs,
apart from that observed for Bd currently.
9 Several branching ratios have been measured, including (B ~ r, X) and
(B -~ Xo, X).
In short LEP has produced plenty of exciting B physics and much more is expected
in near future.
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1995
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